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Foreword
In past years the resources of The Tweed Foundation were predominantly focused
on ensuring that burns with spawning potential within the catchment were fully
opened up with a view of maximising juvenile stocks. The monitoring of these stocks
remains a major objective, but with the recent decline in the number of returning
Salmon the focus has moved to how support can most effectively be provided for
one of the most crucial elements of the Tweed Salmon life-cycle, namely smolt
migration. Using the smolt trap on the Gala water, one of Tweed’s major tributaries,
two different studies were pursued in April and May. In the first of these, 60 smolts
had trackers installed and their progress was followed downriver. The results of this
work are reported on page 22. In the second study, a thousand smolts were tagged
with a PIT (Passive Integrated Transponder). This tag will be identified when each
returning fish passes through the Gala Fish Counter and it is expected that the first
of these is likely to be recorded in 2020. This study is reported on page 19.
In conjunction with the two smolt studies, a separate study is in place to assess inriver predation during the smolt run by avian predators through diet analysis. This
report is on page 25 and it is hoped that the result of this study will become available
during 2020.
Whilst the smolt project work has been the main priority, The Foundation has a range
of objectives which it continues to pursue and these are set out on page 54. The focus
is not entirely on Salmon, there is also monitoring of the principal other fish stocks,
namely Sea-trout, Brown-trout and Grayling. The Tweed Sea-trout has for many years
had a Cinderella role and the article on page 4 sheds more light on this remarkable fish
which is significantly larger than its northern counterparts. The closure of the Northeast England Salmon drift-net fishery should the reduce the marine catches of Seatrout and boost the numbers returning to the river, but beyond the fact that more
Sea-trout were caught in 2019 it is still too early to draw any conclusions.
There has been concern for some time that global warming may lead to river
temperatures rising and that the resulting higher water temperatures may be less
conducive to fish life. This issue is covered in the article on page 10 which looks at
the benefit of shading using tree planting.
Defining what needs to be established about the fish species of the Tweed for
effective management purposes, prioritising how limited resources can best be
utilised and planning how to obtain the information needed is a major task. From its
very beginning the Foundation’s work has been based on its Fishery Management
Plan and the latest, 6th edition of this has been approved by the River Tweed
Commission and will be published in due course on a new joint website along with
comprehensive appendices summarising what has been learned to date under each
of its headings. An outline of the structure of the Plan and how it links to wider
government and international objectives and standards is given on page 41.
The Foundation’s activities also extend into the area of education and its activities are
reported on page 45. A new initiative of 2019 was “Go Wild for Fish” which is a specific
classroom-based initiative. It is hoped to widen and develop this programme in future
years. The Foundation also exhibited at the Kelso show and at other local events.
All these activities are pursued by a small number of very committed staff who work
for the Foundation. They are to be thanked for their commitment and enthusiasm
at a time when the number of adult salmon returning from the sea, the fish that are
generally seen as the iconic Salmon of the Tweed, has fallen – as has morale on the
river bank. Our supporters, our sponsors and those with whom we work at Marine
Scotland, FMS, other Fishery Trusts and elsewhere are to be thanked for their help
and support over the year. It is truly a time when collective action is required if
we are to play our full part in boosting salmon numbers by ensuring that as many
smolts as possible get to the sea, so as many as possible can return.
The Foundation lost one of its most committed and enthusiastic supporters with
the death of Guy, Duke of Roxburghe on 29th August 2019. He was a long standing
Trustee of the Foundation and played a significant role in the development of the
Foundation and its management plan for the river. His contribution and wise counsel
will be much missed.
Hugh Younger
Chairman
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Review: The Sea-trout of the Tweed

The Sea-trout of the Tweed have been a rather neglected resource over the years. There
reduce their numbers when the 1859 Tweed Act exempted Sea-trout kelts from the protect
(which included Sea-trout kelts) in the 1857 Tweed Act and this seems to have remained t
Act. This was known as the “Tweed Exemption” and typified a traditional Tweed angling prej
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“The Wadden Sea is the largest unbroken system of intertidal sand and mud flats in the w
Dutch Wadden Sea Conservation Area, the German Wadden Sea National Parks of Lowe
Holstein, and most of the Danish Wadden Sea maritime conservation area. It is a large,
coastal wetland environment, formed by the intricate interactions between physical and bio
given rise to a multitude of transitional habitats with tidal channels, sandy shoals, sea-gras
sandbars, mudflats, salt marshes, estuaries, beaches and dunes. The area is home to num
species, including marine mammals such as the harbour seal, grey seal and harbour porpoi
the last remaining large-scale, intertidal ecosystems where natural processes conti
undisturbed.” [https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1314/].
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Map 1: Recapture locations of smolts tagged in the Tweed estuary 1951-54 by the Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory, Faskally [2]. In all, 18,504 smolts were tagged. The number
recaptured is given in the circles, except where only a single fish was caught. The average number of days since tagging is also given for each area of recaptures. From 1951-57,
39,350
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www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
as those of the Tweed [3], though some were taken off the North of Jutland in the same year that they were tagged.
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East coast Scottish Sea-trout make only short coastal migrations as shown by extensive tagging on the North Esk [1], while the
Northumbrian populations make long migrations South and East (Map 1) as shown by large scale tagging of smolts on the Tweed
and Coquet in the 1950s (and in other, smaller, tagging operations). The Dutch, German and Danish coasts where they go to feed
make up the Wadden Sea (Waddenzee) and its official listing criteria as a UNESCO World Heritage Site makes clear why it is such a
good feeding area for Sea-trout:
“The Wadden Sea is the largest unbroken system of intertidal sand and mud flats in the world. The site covers the Dutch Wadden
Sea Conservation Area, the German Wadden Sea National Parks of Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein, and most of the
Danish Wadden Sea maritime conservation area. It is a large, temperate, relatively flat coastal wetland environment, formed by
the intricate interactions between physical and biological factors that have given rise to a multitude of transitional habitats with
tidal channels, sandy shoals, sea-grass meadows, mussel beds, sandbars, mudflats, salt marshes, estuaries, beaches and dunes.
The area is home to numerous plant and animal species, including marine mammals such as the harbour seal, grey seal and
harbour porpoise. Wadden Sea is one of the last remaining large-scale, intertidal ecosystems where natural processes continue
to function largely undisturbed.” [https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1314/].

The Different Stocks, Sizes and Runs of Tweed Sea-trout
There is more than one type of Sea-trout in the Tweed, the most obvious being the Whitling* that run the Till and the Whiteadder but
are much less common in the rest of the catchment and the earliest references found so far to them specifically mention these two
tributaries as their main areas:
1792: “The water of Whitadder abounds in trout, but of no high flavour, nor rich in quality. There is also in this river a larger sort of fish, called a
whitling; it is a large fine trout from 16 inches (40cms) to 2 feet (60cms) long, and well grown; its flesh is red, and high-coloured like a salmon,
and of full as fine a flavour; it is a most delicate fish, and affords most excellent sport to the angler “ [4]
1834: “... Is the whitling taken in any streams in this part of the country except the Till? .....Not in Northumberland, that I am aware of, but it is
caught in the Whitadder... I was out yesterday morning below Ford, and out of the seven that I caught, there were only two that were less
than fourteen inches (35cms), and each of these measured a foot (30cms)” [5]
Their two most distinctive features are their early
running (March to May) and uniform size. The
Whitling of the Till run right into their home
spawning burns from June onwards and can be
found in very large numbers in some Cheviot
Burns during the Summer, where they can be
sampled (Photo 1), giving a range of information
such as their 70% female proportion. The other
Sea-trout of the Tweed wait till the Autumn
before entering their home streams, too late
for electric-fishing. The presence of Whitling in
the Till gives a “double peak” to the sizes of Seatrout caught there compared to the rest of the
Tweed; one “peak” is at 40-49cms and another at
60-64cms, with a low point at 55-59cms between
(Graph 2) For comparison, the fish from the upper
Tweed have just a single size peak, at 50-54cms
(Graph 2). Both areas have a lot of one-sea-winter
(1SW) Summer fish (striped blue on the graphs),
the difference is though that on the Till, these
are smaller, 40-49cms, than on the upper Tweed,
where they are 50-59cms. On the Till, these fish
Photo 1: Whitling in their home burn far into the Cheviot Hills in June, and still silvery from the sea.
are the Whitling, which as they come back early
in the season have less growth after their one
Winter in the sea than the fish of the same age that go to the upper Tweed in July and August with a lot of summer growth after
their one sea winter. There is some preliminary evidence from the chemical isotopes that can be analysed from the edges of scales
(i.e. the scale growth put down during their last feeding period in the sea before return) that Whitling do not go as far out in to the
North Sea as the larger Sea-trout of the same age. The other obvious difference is that the upper Tweed has a lot of Autumn Sea-trout
while the Till has almost none.
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Graph 2: The sea-ages and sizes of rod caught first time spawning Sea-trout on the Till (238 fish) and the upper Tweed (93 fish). The seasonal differences are defined by the growth
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have Sea-trout of over 80cms (15lbs and more). Although the Whiteadder has Whitling like the Till, it does not
appear to have the “other” Till fish, the larger two and three sea-winter Spring and Summer Sea-trout (Graph 1,
green andwww.tweedfoundation.org.uk
dark blue). The differences in the Sea-trout between these three tributaries shows there is a complex
range of populations, presumably reflecting the different environments of the different catchments though, as yet,
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BIG TWEED SEA-TROUT

Diagram 2: A scale from a Sea-trout, tagged and
recaptured at estuary netting stations. The eroded
edge of the scale when the fish was a kelt persists as
a scar, the “Spawning Mark”, after new growth
starts back in the sea.
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BIG TWEED SEA-TROUT
Diagram 2: A scale from a Sea-trout, tagged and recaptured at estuary netting stations. The eroded edge of the scale when the fish was a kelt persists as a scar, the “Spawning
Mark”, after new growth starts back in the sea.
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LARGE TWEED SEA-TROUT

Sea-trout can get very big on the Tweed - the largest known was taken a
9oz :

Large Tweed Sea-trout

Sea-trout can get very big on the Tweed – the largest known was taken at Norham in July 1987 and weighed 28lbs 9oz:

Photo 2: The largest known Tweed Sea-trout. It had spawned for the first time a
time the winter before it was taken, so was returning for a third time

The characteristic of this type of fish, the “extra-ordinary” large Sea-trout
for the first time until they are a good size, 10lbs or more. This is how they
such as the one illustrated in Diagram 1 which only reached 8½ lbs after
Photo 2: The largest known Tweed Sea-trout. It had spawned for the first time after two winters in the sea, then for a second time the winter before it was taken, so was returning
6lbs. The contrast can be seen by comparing its scale-pattern (Diag. 1) w
for a third time
Sea-trout of recent times, one of 20lbs caught at Peebles in November 199

The characteristic of this type of fish, the “extra-ordinary” large
Sea-trout of the Tweed is that they do not come in for the first time
until they are a good size, 10lbs or more. This is how they differ
from the “ordinary” large Sea-trout such as the one illustrated in
Diagram 1 which only reached 8½ lbs after spawning three times,
starting at around 6lbs. The contrast can be seen by comparing
its scale-pattern (Diag. 1) with that of the largest rod-caught
Tweed Sea-trout of recent times, one of 20lbs caught at Peebles
in November 1993 (Diag. 3).
One possibility is that these large Sea-trout come from a specific
population in a specific part of the catchment. However they
have been caught on both the upper Tweed and the Till and
have been seen on the fish counter videos of both the Ettrick
and the Gala, showing that they are not limited to any one part
of the catchment. They do, though, share the characteristic that
they do not return for the first time till they have reached a large
size which might have some genetic basis. DNA analysis of their
scales should show if they had some connection of this sort.
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Review: The Sea-trout of the Tweed

Photo 3: A cast of a Sea-trout of 18lbs, caught at Hendersyde on the 13th July, 2004. It was returning for the first time after two Winters at sea.
This is the characteristic of these very large fish, to return for the first time at a large size.

Although seldom caught by anglers, these large Sea-trout are
seen on the fish counter videos at both the Gala and the Ettrick
(Photo 4).
It would be interesting to establish what the rod-caught Seatrout record for the Tweed is. At present it would appear to
be one of 23lbs caught at Rutherford in Autumn 1925 by Lord
Thirlestane. Whatever this might be, it is clear that these large
Sea-trout are still very much around and there is probably a
British rod-caught record in the river most years for anyone who
can work out how to catch it! On a lesser level, there are plenty
of Sea-trout in the Tweed of 10lbs and over, any one of which
should be a trophy fish for an angler.
*On the Tweed, “Whitling” means a small Sea-trout of 1½ to 3lbs.
Elsewhere, it means a “Finnock” a fish that has returned to fresh water
in the same year that it left it as a smolt, sometimes to spawn. On
the Tweed, such fish are uncommon and are known as “Blacktails”.
They are uncommon because most Tweed Sea-trout go on a long
migration south, so by the time they are “Finnock” size and age, they
are off the Thames estuary and nearing the Frisian Islands.

Photo 4: One that got away – a 90cms Sea-trout caught on video at the Gala fish
counter on the 29th September, 2011. This fish would have weighed around 20-25lbs,
possibly a new British Sea-trout record if it had been caught on the rod.

Salmo eriox, or Bull Trout, is another British species which attains a large size and does not seem as yet clearly described as
inhabiting any of the other European waters. It reaches a weight of twenty-five pounds. It is thicker in proportion to its length
than the salmon….. The young fish, of from two to three pounds weight, and in this state known as Whitlings*, enter the rivers
about the beginning of June. In all its states it is a very powerful fish, and feeds voraciously and indiscriminately. When hooked
it springs repeatedly from the water and runs (to use an anglers’ expression) with extraordinary vigour to free itself. The river
Tweed and its tributaries are among the principle localities for this fish. Encyclopaedia Britannica 1842 (7th Edition).
*It was not till the work of the Experimental Committee of the RTC in the 1860s and 1870s that the different life histories
of the Sea-trouts of the Tweed were disentangled.
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Environment: Water Temperatures
Future-proofing the Catchment Against Rising Water Temperatures
Rationale: With forecasts of changes in rainfall, flow patterns and temperatures, it is important to try and forecast impacts on
fish habitats so that any step to mitigate these changes can be identified.

Photo 1: Shading by trees is an effective way of keeping water temperatures down.

Since 2016 we have been reporting on The Tweed Foundation’s
inclusion within the Scottish River Temperature Monitoring
Network (SRTMN). The project, which is led by Marine Science
Scotland (MSS), collects temperature data from a large number
of sites spread throughout several Scottish rivers (including the
Tweed). In smaller streams, the data recorders are attached to a
metal stake hammered in to the base of a stream (Photo 2) but
in larger channels, they are attached to a heavy weight that is
anchored to the bank (Photo 3). These sites are chosen based
on characteristics such as altitude, tree cover, aspect (north,
south etc. facing direction) and others that influence water
temperature with the data feeding into a model that can predict
water temperatures on the majority of watercourses throughout
Scotland. Through the data fed back to The Foundation by MSS
we have been able to identify areas within the Tweed catchment
where high water temperatures are likely to become an issue for
salmonids in the near future, based on climate predictions. Map
1 shows some of the STRMN output for the Tweed.

Photo 2: An example of a temperature data recorder in a small stream. This is a nice
Summer’s day with a gentle flow in the burn – but see Photo 4.

Where river temperatures are high the shade provided by
bankside trees is the most effective and practical method of reducing temperatures (Photo 1). Whilst MSS is still looking into the
limitations of tree planting in relation to river size (e.g. on rivers over 20m average width trees only shade a small proportion of the
width of the river when air temperatures are at their highest) The Foundation has opened discussions with land owners on rivers and
burns where high temperatures may become an issue in the future, and of a size where planting can potentially cast some shade
across most of the watercourse. Whilst discussions are still at an early stage there has been some positive feedback and it is hoped that
some agreements for planting can be reported on in the next annual report.
A report on the effect of water temperatures of the hot and dry Summer 2018 was given in the 2018 Annual Report.
10
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Environment: Water Temperatures

Photo 3: A temperature recorder on a large channel.

Photo 4: Having a post sticking out of a stream inevitably means maintenance and
the monitoring sites in the smaller burns need to be checked and cleared of debris
after major spates. In Winter, this can be very, very, cold work.

Map 1: Predicted sensitivity to increased water temperature in the Tweed catchment. Blue colours show where this is less and red where it is more. The black dots are the locations
of the temperature recording sites in the catchment, but the predictions are made from the whole set of data recorders in place throughout Scotland.
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Environment: Fish Passage
The Earnscleugh Water Road Culvert (A697)
Rationale: The most important issue within the catchment for salmon and trout is that they should be able to reach every part of
their spawning areas as consistently and efficiently as possible. Where the electric-fishing monitoring shows this is not the case,
any obstacles causing the problems are identified and eased.

Photo 1: The road culvert on the A697 for the Earnscleuch Water before the baffles were installed. At low flows like this, it would have been difficult for fish to pass. While flows in
Autumn are higher, these cannot be depended up to be at the right level when fish want to pass, so it is important to have as wide a “window of opportunity” for fish passage as
possible and the easier passage can be made, the wider this window.

The Earnscleuch Water is a large, trout and salmon spawning, burn which flows into the Leader Water near Lauder. Electro-fishing
results had shown that a large pipe culvert in the lower burn was restricting trout and salmon passage under certain flows, resulting
in variable juvenile numbers above the culvert.
The main issue restricting passage through the culvert was the lack of depth and the speed of the water in it, combined with the
length of the pipe. During the summer The Tweed Foundation, with permission from the Scottish Borders Council, commissioned the
installation of baffles within the culvert. They were installed in September and are now slowing down the water and creating depth
within the culvert. This should ease fish passage and improve access to approximately 10km of trout and salmon spawning burn. The
works were funded with mitigation money from a pollution incident in a nearby burn (which had fully recovered through natural
recolonisation).
Time permitting, electro-fishing will be carried out in 2020 in the Earnscleuch Water to see how successful the fish pass has been in
improving juvenile trout and salmon numbers (Photo 3).
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Environment: Fish Passage

Photo 2: The Earnscleuch road culvert after the baffles were installed to increase the depth of the flow through it.

Photo 3: The Earnscleuch Water is on the east side of the Leader catchment and runs far back into the Lammermuirs.
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Fry and Parr: Where and How Many?
National Monitoring of Juvenile Salmon
Rationale: The juvenile salmon and trout of the Tweed catchment have been systematically monitored by electric-fishing since
1988, providing a long series of records that can show any trends or sudden changes as well as natural variability.

In 2019 the Foundation participated for a second year in the National Electro-fishing Programme Scotland (NEPS), which is being run
by Marine Scotland Science (MSS) and covers the majority of Salmon rivers in Scotland. The approach is very different to standard
monitoring with sites selected throughout the catchment on randomised basis in second to fourth order streams, which has taken us
to some remote and previously unsampled locations –not all of which actually have salmon.

Photo 1: Electric fishing on the Allan Water, a tributary of the Teviot.

Outputs from the analysis include an estimation of numbers of Salmon and Trout Fry contained in all second to fourth order streams
and a comparison of results from each site to a ‘benchmark’ of what a site should contain. The Tweed is different from other Scottish
rivers in that it has a much larger proportion of its salmon juveniles migrating as smolts after just one year in the river which obviously
affects the numbers of parr found during electric-fishing surveys and data on this has been supplied to MSS for their modelling in
future. This may also affect fry densities and locations as one of the things that restricts where fry can live is the presence of larger fish,
so if most parr leave in April and May as one year old smolts, the newly emerged fry may be less restricted in where they can find food
and space to live – or this may become a factor later on, when they are bigger.
The results from 2019 are still under analysis by MSS and with the huge input of data in 2018, the model is receiving further development.
At some point in the next few years, the intention is for the NEPS programme to inform the conservation assessment of Scottish Salmon
rivers, which will add to the current system of adult assessment, which is currently based only on rod catches. More information can be
found at:- https://www2.gov. scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/Freshwater/ Monitoring/ElectrofishingProgramme

Local Monitoring
As part of the Tweed’s triennial monitoring cycle, timed index sites in the Teviot and Till catchments were revisitedi. A more detailed
account, including maps and results for Trout and other fish species, can be found onlineii, but taking a stream width of greater than
5 metres as being where adult Salmon can be assumed to be able to spawn without limitation due to flow conditions the previous
Autumn, the average number of fry can be compared between years:
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Fry and Parr: Where and How Many?
The sites in the Teviot catchment (Graph 1) show
higher results in 2010 and 2013 (around 30 fry
per 3 minutes), with particularly high numbers of
Salmon fry found in the Ale, Kale, Oxnam and main
Teviot. The results in other years were lower (less
than 25 fry per 3 minutes). The lowest result was
in 2016, which would have been due to the floods
and prolonged high water of winter 2015-2016
disrupting spawning fish and damaging salmon
redds. The reason for the higher results in 2010 and
2013 is unclear; this could be a response to higher
numbers of spawning fish, better fry survival in
these years or longer winters, delaying emergence
so that fewer fry had died through competition
before the electric-fishing started – for example,
the winter of 2009/10 was the second longest since
1962 for Scotland in terms of days with lying snow
and days of air frost [see https://rmets.onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wea.735]

Graph 1: Electric-fishing results for the Teviot Catchment. The bars on the columns in the graph are
“confidence intervals” showing the range of values that is likely to include the true average number
of fry. The true average could be found only if every single riffle in a catchment was sampled. If the
confidence intervals for different columns / years do not overlap, then it is very likely that the results
are significantly different. If they do overlap, then it is likely that they are not significantly different. It is
therefore likely that the results for 2007 and 2019 are not significantly different.

The Till is very different from the rest of the Tweed
catchment in terms of its salmon spawning. Most of
its main channel – and that of its main tributary, the
Glen/Bowmont – has a bottom of sand, completely
unsuitable for spawning by salmonids (Photo 2). There are therefore no electric-fishing sites on the main Till at all (any on the few
suitable places would be isolated and unrepresentative), only on its upper part, the Breamish. The same applies to the Glen, there
are only a few sites on its upper part, before it becomes the Bowmont, where most of this tributary’s sites are. This is why the Till is a
Sea-trout fishery, rather than a Salmon one, most of its juvenile salmonid production is from smaller channels that are better for trout
spawning than for salmon.

Photo 2: A typical stretch of the main channel of the Glen – no place for salmon spawning.
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Fry and Parr: Where and How Many?
The results (Graph 2) are similar to the Teviot’s, but
with a greater exaggeration in low and high results,
with increases in average numbers from 2007 to
2013, followed by a large decrease to 2016 and a
moderate increase to 2019. Interpretation has to be
made with care, as the catchment average for each
year could be anywhere within the range of the
error bars (2016 and 2010 having a particularly large
range) and we only sample sites every three years,
which could hide changes between sampling years.
With the extreme Summer floods in September
2008 and July 2009, along with the winter floods
of 2015-2016, large scale catchment changes in
juvenile salmon habitat have taken place over the
last decade and this is probably the main factor
influencing the variability in Till results. While the
floods of 2008 and 2009 were particularly damaging
Graph 2: Electric-fishing results for the Till catchment. Again, the results for 2007 and 2019 are unlikely
to land and property, the ecological benefit appears
to be statistically significantly different.
to have been the movement of more and cleaner
gravel from higher-up, steeper, areas down onto
the flatter stretches of the Breamish and Glen where gravels are usually sandier. This is something that will have happened many
times over the years as can be seen by occasional layers of gravel in otherwise sandy banks.
The higher fry numbers in 2010 and 2013 could be a result of these changes, followed by a decline in gravel quality back to normal
levels by 2019. The 2013 average fry number is much higher than any other part of the Tweed catchment, which suggests that this is
an exceptional result rather than being within the natural range of variation. The lowest results were in 2016, which were consistent
with other parts of the Tweed catchment that were affected by the winter floods and high water of 2015/16 that disrupted spawning.

i
ii
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An explanation of different survey methods and life stages that are sampled can be found at http://arcg.is/0STuHH
http://arcg.is/0nnzmn
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Salmon: Counting Smolts Out
Rationale: While monitoring the fry and parr shows how they can vary over the years, the key figures are (1) how many smolts
are produced from how many fry and parr, and (2) how many adults return from how many smolts?
The smolt trap set up on the Gala Water in 2018 alongside the fish counter there, allows the smolt production of the Gala catchment
to be estimated for these analyses (Photo 1):

5: Release back
into the river

6: Fish Pass with counter
– where the smolts will
return to as adults

4a: Identification,
examination, measuring
and marking

4b: Data
recording
3: Holding box

1: Smolt trap

2: Collecting trough

Photo 1: Work at the Gala smolt trap on the 30th April, 2019.
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Salmon: Counting Smolts Out
As the catchment of the Gala is electric-fished regularly, fry numbers can be related to both smolt output and the number of returning
spawners. This makes the Gala an Index River for the Tweed catchment, where the fish are both counted out and counted back, as is
done on the 30 Index Rivers across Europe run for I.C.E.S. (the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea) and for the Girnock
and Baddoch Burns on the Aberdeenshire Dee, run by Marine Scotland. In addition, the trapping of the smolts shows how the timing
of the smolt run can vary and gives their sizes and ages. The rates and types of predator damage on the smolts are also recorded. As
the trap only captures a proportion of the whole run, mark and recapture techniques are used to estimate the trap efficiency, which
can then be used to estimate population size.
The river flows of 2018 and 2019 were quite similar in that there was a rise in water in early to mid-April, a progressive decrease in water
height through to the end of May and a small rise in water at the end of the run (Diagram 1):

Diagram 1: This shows the river levels (lines) along with the number of Salmon smolts caught each day (columns).

Even with similar flow profiles, the 2019 results were very different to 2018; the smolt run started 15 days earlier, on the 21st April.
There were also, on average, smaller daily totals and there was a more gradual start to the run (the trap only started working on the
12th April 2018, so it is not known whether a run of fish was missed before then). The primary factor for the difference between the
years will be the water temperatures through the preceding Winter and early Spring time. The Winter of 2018 was much colder and
with ‘The Beast From The East’ producing below average temperatures extended into late April. A rapid warming of the river without
any rise in water level then produced the run of over 900 Salmon smolts on the 6th May 2018. Warmer temperatures in 2019 also led
to one year old smolts being 8 mm longer on average compared to 2018. There were slightly fewer one year smolts in 2019 (68% vs
65%), perhaps a knock-on effect for late emergence in 2018. The small peak in catches in early April 2019 can be attributed to the rise in
water level then. What is interesting about this early run of smolts is that 50 fish were tagged further upstream in late March as part of
the smolt tracking study and 28 left the Gala Water on the 5th and 6th April without any of them entering the trap. The implication for
the annual population estimate is that an unquantifiable number of early running smolts left the Gala Water without being included
in the analysis, meaning the overall total for 2019 is probably an undercount.
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Salmon: Counting Smolts Out
The standard way of calculating an annual smolt run is to estimate the trap efficiency for periods of different flow levels, multiplied by
the number of fish caught in the trap each day. Efficiency is calculated by dye-marking fish, taking them upstream and counting how
many re-enter the trap instead of going over the face of the cauld or down the fish pass: this shows the proportion of the smolt run
that goes into the trap. The dye mark is a dot of Alcian Blue on the underside of a fish, with seven different locations used to identify
when the fish was tagged. Normally the calculation would be a straightforward exercise but the data from the last two years shows
that an unknown number of marked fish that are put upstream do not immediately swim back downstream but choose instead to stay
in the pool upstream of the cauld, eventually coming down at the end of the May / early June. This possibly affects the estimates of
trap efficiency at different river levels. To manage this problem, it is planned to dye mark fish less frequently in 2020 which will make
it easier to work out when recaptures were dye marked.
The gross totals that do not take into account river levels are:Species

2018

2019

Salmon

27,470

11,192

Trout

13,868

5,632

The much lower totals in 2019 compared to 2018 for both species does suggest a significant underestimate. If the different method of
dye marking in 2020 is successful, then it will be possible to start calculating better trap efficiencies for different heights of water and
retrospectively reanalyse the 2018 and 2019 data to produce more accurate totals. More information on trout smolts and migrants
will be available on the new website when this becomes active.

Pit Tagging
In 2019, 1,000 smolts were PIT (Passive Integrated Transponder) tagged at the Gala smolt trap. These are the same sort of tags used to
“chip” pets and give a unique identification number when put past a reader. Reading equipment will be installed in the Gala fish pass
in Summer 2020, when smolts that were PIT tagged in 2019 could be coming back as Grilse. This tagging will increase the information
available from the fish counter as it will show the proportions of the Gala run that return as Grilse and as Salmon, which will also
improve estimates of the number of eggs being taken upstream by the fish counted. It will also show, over time, whether there is a
significant difference in the return rates of larger and smaller smolts and, possibly, how survival of smolts is affected by the conditions
during the smolt run, showing if more come back from years that had wet Springs than from those that had dry. It will also give a total
return rate for Gala salmon, from the time they were tagged at the trap as smolts to the time they are detected going up the fish pass
as returning adults.

Photo 2: Passive Integrated Transponder tags. The “passive” means they have no batteries and have to be activated (read) from the outside.
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Salmon: Tracking Smolts to the Sea
Rationale: The Salmon smolt is the final product of the river. Losses at this stage of the life cycle cannot be replaced. It is
therefore essential to know exactly where, how and when smolts are lost on their way downstream as it may be possible to
reduce these losses, which it is not possible to do at sea, where losses appear to have increased.

The Tweed Foundation started a pilot smolt tracking study in Spring 2019 to investigate any losses of Salmon smolts as they migrate
down the main stem of the Tweed, with the overall aims of the study being to :1) Identify any parts of the river where there were high losses.
2) Estimate Salmon smolt survival in the main stem of the river (Middle and Lower Tweed).
3) Test alternative management strategies to reduce losses (if high losses were detected).
The tracking study complements other related work carried out by The Tweed Foundation, including dietary analysis of Goosanders
and Cormorants to update data collected in the 1990s; regular bird counts to monitor numbers in the river, and a trial tracking study
of Goosanders.
A total of 60 smolts from
the Gala Water were
tagged
using
5mm
acoustic tags that produce
a coded 180 khz sonic
‘ping’ on average every
30 seconds, uniquely
identifying each fish.

Photo 1: An acoustic tagged smolt being released and an acoustic tag (actual size 12mm long, 5mm wide). The commonest lengthclass of a salmon smolt on the Gala Water is 115-120mm.

To track tagged fish down the main river, six fixed receivers were located roughly every 10 km from the Galafoot to Ladykirk.
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Salmon: Tracking Smolts to the Sea
Cable

Float

Hydrophone

Anchor Weight

Diagram 1: ALS (Automatic Listening Stations) locations along the Tweed, from the Galafoot to the sea; their set-up (left) and one
in place, at Mertoun.

To cover the wider estuary area, three receivers were deployed in Berwick harbour. Mobile tracking equipment was used to try and
locate tagged fish between fixed receivers, particularly towards the end of the study. Another receiver was placed on the Gala water
at the Skinworks Cauld (where the smolt trap is located) to help monitor their progress down to the main river.
The tags were inserted into the body (peritoneal) cavity of smolts under anaesthetic, following standard procedures that have been
used in other recent smolt tracking studies. Fish over 120 mm were chosen to minimise the potential burden of the tag to the fish (less
than 2% of body weight). A fish several weeks after tag insertion has the wound well healed (Photo 2).

Photo 2a (above): A healed wound 49 days after tag insertion. All that is now visible are the holes of the suture (surgical stitch) and a faint line where the cut was made. This fish
(#49042) was tagged on the 26th March, then recaptured at the Gala smolt trap on the 14th May when this photograph was taken. It went on to reach Berwick. Below (Photo 2b)
a 120mm salmon smolt with an acoustic tag shown in actual proportion (5mm wide, 120mm long).
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Salmon: Tracking Smolts to the Sea
While most studies to-date have concentrated on capturing migrating smolts in a trap for tagging, for this study, 50 “pre-smolts” were
caught by electric-fishing between the 25th and 27th March, about a month before the main smolt migration was expected. Presmolts are parr in the process of turning into smolts and the reason for using them was that they are thought to be more robust than
full smolts, which are undergoing physiological changes to prepare them for salt water. The remaining ten tags, which were ordered
slightly later, were used on the 16th April on smolts at the trap.

Distribution of Smolt Losses (Aim 1)
Out of 39 smolts that left the Gala Water, 21 were
lost between Galafoot and Sprouston (effectively
the Middle Tweed) and therefore only two were
lost in the Lower Tweed (Graph 1).

Smolt Survival to the Sea (Aim 2)
Out of the 60 tagged pre-smolts, 44 left the Gala
Water. With five smolts removed from the analysis
due a problem with one of the receivers in the
harbour, of the 39 smolts detected at Galafoot, 16
were recorded at Berwick, which gives a survival
percentage of 41% for the main river (59% loss).
This result is similar to studies on other rivers and
to the Sea-trout smolt tracking work on the Tweed
in 2010/11
Based on the findings of the 2019 trial smolt study,
Graph 1: Survival down the river, from the Galafoot to the sea at Berwick. The start is with 100% of the
the tracking surveys will be repeated in 2020 and
smolts, and the percentages surviving to pass each of the listening stations down the river is then shown.
2021 with larger, more representative samples.
The change in rate of loss upstream and downstream of Sprouston is very obvious.
One possibility is to use the study to track a larger
sample of fish in 2020 and then compare those
results with a similar-sized sample in 2021 using a different bird management strategy for Goosanders and Cormorants (within the
licence framework) to see whether smolt survival can be improved (Aim 3).

Conclusions
The main finding of this pilot study was that there were much higher losses of smolts in the Middle Tweed compared to the Lower
Tweed, despite this area having the highest level of licensed bird predation mitigation (scaring and removal) in the river system, and
this result will be used to plan further tracking work. In a management context, this raises the question of whether the mitigation
measures in place are effective and whether they could be improved.
With a relatively small sample size of 39 tagged Salmon smolts, the percentage survival figure for tagged fish cannot be applied to the
wider population of smolts. Future smolt tracking as part of this study will therefore focus on the comparison of survival rates between
areas of high bird predator management (scaring and removal) in the Middle Tweed with areas that have no such management (Aim
3 of this work).

An interactive online report with more detailed analysis and discussion of the 2019 results can be found at http://arcg.is/CHL0m.
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Salmon: Counting Fish Back
Fish Counters
Rationale: The most basic need for the management of a stock is that enough fish should escape all the pressures on them to
spawn and fully seed their nursery areas for the next generation and this is best known if the fish of each species and stock can
be counted. Fish counters are run on the Ettrick, Gala and Whiteadder, providing information on run timing, size distribution
and numbers for Salmon and Trout.

Ettrick
The Ettrick counter is the flagship fish counter for the Tweed District as it has the largest area of streambed upstream of any of the
Tweed’s counters (10% of the catchment) and it helps to monitor a known population of earlier-running Spring and Summer Salmon.
In the second year of operation since the new
fish counter was installed, validation tests were
carried out to check the efficiency of the counting
software. Disappointingly, an issue with this was
discovered, with water turbulence at the top of
the scanners affecting the counting and detection
of fish at the bottom of the scanners. While an
exact estimate of the undercounting cannot be
made, it is believed to be in the range of 10-20%,
which means that the totals for 2018 and 2019
should only be used as minimum rather than
actual estimates.
The 2019 Salmon total of 1491 fish was a marginal
improvement on the 2018 figure, but both totals
are still around half the number that were counted
by the old counter as shown in Graph 1:
The key figure still remains the estimated number
of eggs taken upstream through the counter and
how this relates to target figures for maximising
juvenile production. The 2019 figure (which is a
minimum total) was 6,127,077 eggs which equates
to exactly 500 eggs per 100 m2. To provide some
context, the current Tweed target set by Marine
Scotland Science is 274 eggs per 100 m2.

Graph 1: Salmon numbers at the Ettrick fish counter – old counter 1998-2009, new counter 2018
onwards. The yellow line shows the number of eggs, which is calculated from the size of fish and the sex
ratio. The dotted lines are the egg targets, the upper, green one for 500 eggs per 100 square metres, the
lower, yellow one, for 250 eggs per 100 square metres. The area is for the Ettrick and Yarrow catchments
upstream of the counter.

Gala
Having not been able to produce a total in 2018
due to a technical problem with the counter, it was
even more important to produce an accurate total
in 2019 to make an assessment of the number of
fish returning to the Gala Water. Thankfully there
were no issues with the software or hardware, so
the series of totals extending back to 2008 could
be continued (Graph 2). The 2019 Salmon total
was the lowest on record which is consistent with
recent lower catches in the main river, although
counter totals between 2014 and 2016 held up
when the major decline in the Autumn run was
taking place.

Graph 2: Salmon numbers at the Gala fish counter – the yellow line and dots show the estimated
number of eggs taken upstream through the counter. The green dotted lines are the numbers needed
for the 500 eggs /100 m2 target and the yellow dotted line the number for the 250 eggs target. The area
is for the Gala Water catchment upstream of the counter.
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Salmon: Counting Fish Back
Egg estimates, however, remained above 500 per 100 m2 but this reference level is probably much higher than the requirement
to fully stock the Gala Water, given that the Marine Scotland Science estimate is 274 eggs per 100 m2 for the Tweed District. At the
moment there is no definitive method of defining a customised egg target for the Gala as this requires long term data to create a
stock-recruitment curve.
An extra point of interest is that 2019 is the last year that could have been influenced by the floods of 2015-2016 that reduced fry
numbers in the lower Gala, the main spawning area, so it will be interesting to see whether a higher number of fish will be counted
in 2020. This does not apply to the Ettrick – the fry numbers there were unaffected by the high waters of Winter 2015/16, the earlier
running Spring and Summer fish having spawned before the first flood
The fry of the upper Gala, too, were unaffected, suggesting that the fish spawning there include early running fish -there is also some
radio-tracking and genetics evidence to support this. There is, however, no run through the Gala counter till late Summer at the
earliest, unlike the Ettrick where there can be a good run in May. The difference is probably due to the sizes of the two rivers: the water
flow in the Ettrick is (usually) enough for earlier-running fish to run it early, but the Gala is too small for this. It will, however, need further
genetic or other evidence before the presence of an early-running population at the top of the Gala can be confirmed: at present the
most that can be definitely said is that a salmon radio-tagged in the estuary on the 9th of July 1996 ended up spawning in the Heriot
Water, at the top of the Gala, not having left the main Tweed by the 1st of October.

Whiteadder
Similar to the results for the Gala Water, the 2019
Salmon total of 474 Salmon for the Whiteadder
counter was the lowest on record although only
slightly down on many other years (Graph 3). At
this counter there is always an unknown number
of fish that bypass it over the cauld face. With
prolonged periods of above average water levels
in the summer and autumn period, a number of
fish may have gone over the face of the cauld
rather than through the fish pass. The lowest
count of Trout on record adds to this theory: Seatrout, being more agile, find it easier to get over
the cauld face than salmon do.

Graph 3: Salmon counts and calculated egg numbers at the Whiteadder fish counter. This is at Chirnside,
so is upstream of the Blackadder, the main tributary of the Whiteadder. The yellow line shows the
estimated number of eggs taken upstream through the counter. The green dotted lines are the numbers
needed to meet the 500 eggs /100 m2 target and the yellow dotted line the number for the 250 eggs
target. The area is for the Whiteadder catchment upstream of the counter.

The trout numbers for the counters can be found at: https://www.rivertweed.org.uk/news/?cat=9
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Bird Predation: What is Being Done?
Rationale: There are significant populations of fish-eating birds on Tweed and, as Smolts are the “end product’ of up to three
years of freshwater life, any loss to predation is irrecoverable and results in fewer salmon even having the chance of returning
from the sea.

National Perspective
For there to be any change in the licence requirements currently in place to permit shooting as an aid to scaring Goosanders or
Cormorants from the main river, there needs to be improved evidence on bird diet, bird ecology, smolt losses, potential impact
on the fishery and whether management actions can actually improve smolt survival. While these areas of research are currently
being carried out both locally and nationally, discussions are being arranged with major stakeholders and Scottish Natural Heritage
(SNH), the licensers, through a Fisheries Management Scotland (FMS) committee at a national level, to review the current licence
system. It has been accepted by SNH that the current licence application is onerous and could be streamlined, so this should be
relatively straightforward to update. A more significant area of discussion revolves around the current methods of assessing the size
of Scottish and U.K. bird populations; at present the official population assessment methods do not use the high-quality bird count
data collected by Fishery Boards and Trusts. There is also a strong case for reviewing the method by which the size of the licence is
determined for each river, which currently seems to be aimed at maintaining the Good Conservation Status of the bird population
rather than protecting the salmon, even though Goosander and Cormorant numbers are either stable or increasing, while salmon
survival at sea is declining. With an Atlantic Salmon “crisis” now recognised by the Scottish Government, and a commitment to
produce a wild salmon strategy by September 2020, it is hoped that in-river predation will be given a much higher priority by
Government and Agencies during 2020.

Local Data Collection
As part of work funded by the Scottish Government, the Tweed, Spey, Dee and Nith are providing up to 36 Goosanders and 36
Cormorants per river for The Centre of Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) to carry out dietary analysis. The results will update the findings
from work carried out in the 1990s, in particular the number of Salmon and Trout smolts that can be consumed in Springtime, as dietary
preferences can vary from river to river. There has also been a huge, Europe-wide, drop in the numbers of Eels, the favourite food of
Goosanders, since the 1990s, which will have made them shift their diet towards other species. Dietary analysis is not a straightforward
task, with expert knowledge required to process a sample, identify species using bone remnants, estimate consumption rates and the
number and size of juvenile Salmonids. Analysis is therefore a time- consuming and expensive process.

Photo 1: How Sawbill Ducks (Goosander, Common and Red-breasted Mergansers and Smew) get their name. Not having teeth, their bills have adapted for a fish-eating diet.
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Bird Predation: What is Being Done?
Although still not yet started, it is still the intention to track a small sample of Goosanders to develop understanding of their in-river
migratory patterns and whether they select particular areas to feed. Of particular interest is whether they concentrate feeding at
caulds, which are known “choke-points” for the smolt migration.
Acquiring a licence to carry out the work has been a protracted process, but this is now in place and the trial using five birds should
take place with the assistance of the Game and Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT) when the current pandemic restrictions are lifted.

Cormorant Deterrence – Do Lasers Work?
Numbers of Cormorants have been monitored by Fishery Officers at a roost in the Middle River since November 2017 in response to
an increasing number of birds that could be seen feeding or flying in this area (Photo 2).

Photo 2: A flock of Cormorants on the Middle Tweed, 17thJanuary, 2019.

There is an annual cycle of numbers at this roost, with highest numbers over the winter period and very low numbers between
February and July when birds return to the sea for breeding or feeding (Graph 1). The build-up in Cormorant numbers that is seen in
the counts over the years could be attributable to a limitation of the licence which restricted shooting to below Kelso. The licence was
corrected to include the Middle Tweed in early 2018.
As the licence requires non-lethal methods to be applied where possible, the use of legal green lasers for bird scaring was tested on
this roost by applying the laser to birds at dusk (Diagram 1). Results initially appeared to work well, the beam is very strong, with the
yellow circles on Graph 1 indicating when the laser was applied (after the birds were counted). However, the decrease in bird numbers
coincides with the natural migration of birds away from the river in January-February, so the results in 2018 were not conclusive. What
also became evident is that birds started to become habituated to the laser, with some no longer taking flight when the laser was
applied to the roost or the simply moving to a nearby trees.
Roosting Cormorant numbers in November 2019 were around half of those counted in the same month in 2018 and 2017. It was
not possible, however, to prove whether laser scaring contributed to this decrease as licensed shooting in this area was taking place
to collect samples for the dietary analysis study. The main river bird count data that is collected four times a year shows that the
Cormorant numbers in 2017 and 2018 were exceptional and that the reduced number on this middle Tweed roost reflected a general
decrease in numbers to more normal levels.
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Bird Predation: What is Being Done?
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Cormorants were once so rare on rivers inland
that people were more familiar with Penguins,
as shown by this 1848 cutting from a Carlisle
newspaper.
(Contributed by Alistair Maltby)

Cormorants were once so rare on rivers inland that people were more familiar
with Penguins, as shown by this 1848 cutting from a Carlisle newspaper
(Contributed by Alistair Maltby)
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Bird Predation: What is Being Done?

BIRD PREDATION –What is being done?

Diagram 1: The roost, the laser and the beam (artist’s impression).

Diagram 1: The roost, the laser and the beam (artist's impression)
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Trout: Trapping Spawning Burns
Rationale: How do Brown-trout relate to Sea-trout? Trapping spawning burns shows what fish are spawning in them and
whether these are all Sea-trout; all Brown-trout trout or various combinations. Identifying trout at traps will show if they
return to the same burns repeatedly. The numbers of juvenile trout upstream of traps can be related to the numbers of
spawning adults caught in them.

Two new temporary fish traps were set up in 2018, as reported on last year: one is in a burn which flows into the Tweed headwaters
and the other is in a headwater burn of the Gala Water. Both are run during the trout spawning period and taken out when spawning
has finished. The traps are checked daily and trapped trout are recorded and released upstream.
Both traps were run again in 2019, to increase the sample size and see if the 2018 results were typical. Whilst results were much the
same as in 2018 there was an increase in the number of Sea-trout caught at both traps, in line with the increase seen in the rod catch.
Whilst this was probably to be expected from the trap on the Gala Water, as female Sea-trout are known to dominate trout egg
deposition there, the increase in the Tweed headwaters was less expected – mostly because the results from a neighbouring burn
had shown very little signs of Sea-trout spawning, being almost entirely dominated by large Brown-trout. It may be that Sea-trout
spawning in the Tweed headwaters is more common than previously thought -more burns will need to be trapped in the future to
provide the answer.

Photo 1: An upper Tweed trout trap, a temporary structure that can be moved to other burns in future years. This photo was taken with the Tweed Foundation’s own drone,
bought in 2019.

One large, female, Sea-trout from the Tweed headwater trap in 2019 was of particular note. She was caught entering the burn to
spawn on the 20th October and was 71cm and probably 8-10lbs when fresh. On checking the spot-pattern photographs from 2018
it became clear that she had been caught the year before, on the 3rd November 2018 when she was 67cm (7-9lb). Between captures
she had been up and down most of the length of the Tweed and spent time feeding in the North Sea in between, putting on around
1lb in weight for her 4cms increase in length.
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Trout: Trapping Spawning Burns
TROUT: Trapping spawning burns

3rd November, 2018, 67cms.

3rd November, 2018, 67cms

Diagram 1: A scale from this fish,
taken in 2019, showing that it had
spawned twice previously (two
spawning marks SM) and so was back
for a third time when trapped for a
second time.
SM
SM

Diagram 1: A scale from this fish, taken in 2019, showing that it had spawned twice previously (two spawning
marks SM) and so was back for a third time when trapped for a second time.

20th October 2019, 71cms

20th October 2019, 71cms.
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Trout: Trapping Spawning Burns
The capture of this Sea-trout twice in the same burn at spawning time matches some earlier data. In November 1954, for example,
six tagged Sea-trout were found in three burns of the Aberdeenshire Dee, each one in the same burn that it had been caught and
tagged in the previous year and almost exactly 12 months afterwards. Two of these fish were recaptured on the very same stretch of
gravel where they had been caught the year before. No fish were found in different burns from the ones in which they had originally
been tagged [1]. This suggests a strong homing instinct in Sea-trout. A similar result comes from work on the Findhu Glen burn on the
upper River Earn: here, of 1,262 spawning Sea-trout marked, 131 were recaptured back in the burn in the following years and none
were found in other burns or recaptured by anglers in other tributaries [2].
However, the degree to which Brown-trout and Sea-trout are hefted to particular burns is something of an open question for the
Tweed. Smaller streams may or may not be accessible to trout when they want to run up them at spawning time, it would be entirely
dependent on local water conditions. It may be that in some places trout belong more to an area, spawning in whichever burn in it is
accessible at the time rather to any single one in particular. In other cases they may belong to single, probably larger, burn. Trapping
showed the spawning run of a burn on the upper Gala Water to be dominated by Sea-trout in 2018 and 2019 although Stable Isotope
analysis of trout fry in that burn in 2016 showed that most of the fry had come from Brown-trout eggs that year. This suggests that
trout spawning can be opportunistic, with Sea-trout in drier years spawning further down a system or being restricted to larger burns
with more water. On the other hand, of 13 Brown-trout acoustic tagged when leaving a large upper Tweed burn after spawning, the
six that survived till the next spawning season all returned to that same burn. All records of trout spawning in the same or different
burns are useful on this point – which is quite an important one in management terms. For example, the significance of any effects
of developments on a burn will be different if burns have specific populations of their own or share them with neighbouring ones.

Some Upper Tweed Brown-trout trapped in a spawning burn.

REFERENCES
[1] Shearer, W.M., 1955: “Homing Instinct” in Sea-trout. Nature 176, p 171
[2] Walker,A.F., 1987: The Sea Trout and Brown Trout of the River Tay. In “The Sea Trout in Scotland”, Picken, M.J. & W.M. Shearer, eds, pp5-12.
The Dunstaffnage Marine Research Laboratory, Oban.
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Brown-trout: Angling Catches
Rationale: Monitoring the catches and fishing efforts of a sample of anglers is the only way in which a reasonable indication
of the state of the Brown-trout stocks and fishing can be produced at present. The recording of the amount of effort and the
methods that produced catches also means that they can be compared over the years. The sizes and ages of the trout being
caught are also indicators of the state of stocks. Without a sound and reliable knowledge of the past nature and state of the
Brown Trout stocks of the Tweed it is impossible to properly evaluate their present state.

Photo 1: After a poor 2018 trout fishing season 2019 was much improved with above average catches in the Upper, Middle and Lower Tweed.

After disappointing catches of “oversize” (10”+) Brown trout on the main stem of the Tweed during the 2018 Brown trout fishing
season, the 2019 season was much improved with catch rates in the Upper, Middle and Lower Tweed that were well above average
– and over double the catch rate of 2018. The main reason for the above average catches of oversize Brown trout was due to good
numbers of fish between 10” and 16”. These were the parr and
“small oversize” trout of the 2018 season, the catches of which
were actually quite good in its second half, despite its poor
overall catch rate.
It looks likely that the extreme floods during Winter 2015/2016
resulted in below average survival of one or possibly two-year
classes of juvenile trout, explaining the poor catches of adult
“oversized” trout in the main Tweed in 2018. With reduced
competition, the juvenile year classes that followed the floods
saw above average survival (these are the Parr and small
“oversize” trout of 2018 which became the 10” to 16” trout of
2019). This shows that extreme conditions within the river can
result in below average juvenile survival, but that when this does
happen, the river compensates with above average survival in
the year classes that follow. This is something that is seen quite
frequently with Grayling, but appears much less so with trout.
Such an occurrence has been recorded only once previously
since catch recording re-started in 2006.
In contrast to the main stem of the Tweed, the tributaries, which
are dominated by younger fish, parr and “small oversize” trout,
fished well in 2018 and this continued into 2019 The Whiteadder
and Teviot had the highest overall catch rate since the current
recording scheme started in 2006, whilst the Leader Water
produced catch rates that were well above average. Only the
Ettrick/Yarrow, with catches that were only about average, did
not follow this trend. However, few catch returns are submitted
for the Ettrick/Yarrow and this may be influencing the catch
averages. Like the Whiteadder and Teviot, the Eye Water also
produced its highest catch rate.
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Photo 2: Catches of Brown-trout between 10” and 16” were well above average on the
main river during the 2019 season. This fine 12” (30cms) fish was caught and returned
at Walkerburn, on the 22nd May.

Photo 3: Catches of Brown-trout from the River Teviot, like this 11” (28cms) Brown
trout caught in May at Sunlaws, were the highest since the recording of trout catches
re-started in 2006.
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Brown-trout: Acoustic Tracking
Rationale: Do Brown-trout stay in much the same area all the time or do they move around and if so, is it for long or for short
distances? This is an important consideration for the trout fishery as it needs to be known where the trout that the anglers in any
particular part of the catchment actually come from – are they local fish or from further away? The fish counters on the Ettrick
and Gala show Brown-trout running upstream in spawning time which suggests at least some large scale movement.

Tracking Trout from the Gala Angling Association’s Water
Over the last two years The Tweed Foundation and the Gala Angling Association have been tagging Brown-trout within the
Association’s section of the middle Tweed. This has been carried out to try and identify if any areas of spawning ground were of
particular importance for the production of the trout caught in the Association’s water, an important management question. To date,
ten Brown-trout between 16” and 22” have been tagged (not a large number, but the tags are expensive). As the fish moved away
to spawn at the ends of the 2018 and 2019 trout fishing seasons the tags were picked up by tracking receivers spread out along the
Tweed and at the bottom of two major tributaries (Map 1). The results so far have been:
– One was recorded passing the furthest upstream tracking receiver and will have spawned in a burn towards the very top of the Tweed.
– Two spawned between the Stobo and Tweedsmuir tracking receivers, the Biggar Water or Drumelzier Burn being the most likely locations.
– A further two spawned somewhere between the Glenormiston and Stobo receivers, an area with a number of possible spawning burns.
– Two spawned somewhere up the Ettrick.
– One fish disappeared during the trout fishing season, most likely taken by a predator.
The remaining two did something unexpected! At a time when most other trout had already moved upstream to spawn, these two
trout moved downstream, one past the Middle Pavilion receiver (Tag No. 4969) and one past both the Middle Pavilion and Upper
Mertoun receivers (Tag No. 4967). Trout No. 4969 was then recorded moving back upstream past the Middle Pavilion receiver in midDecember, so it looks as if it spawned somewhere between the Middle Pavilion and Upper Mertoun receivers. As most of the trout
spawning ground in this area is in the Leader Water catchment this is where this trout most likely spawned. Trout No. 4967 did not
return after moving downstream. Whilst it may have spawned, it may be that it was not yet mature and had taken the opportunity
when the other trout were away spawning to relocate to another section of river (some female Brown trout from the Tweed have
been recorded as not reaching maturity until they are around 20”). The tag will be active during 2020 so if it survives, and moves
upstream or downstream to spawn at the end of the 2020 season, it should be picked up by one or more receivers.
For the Gala Association, this shows that burns in the upper Tweed are likely to be the most significant production area for their trout,
half of the tracked fish having gone upstream from their fishing water. It might have been expected that the nearby Gala, Leader and
Ettrick catchments would have been the most important areas for producing their trout, but so far, this does not seem to be the case.
The results therefore direct the Association’s attention primarily to upper Tweed burns as places where work, such as the easing of any
obstacles to trout spawning migrations would have the most benefit for them.

Tracking Brown-trout after they had Spawned in an Upper Tweed Burn
For some years now, Brown-trout kelts dropping downstream after spawning and caught in a Tweedsmuir trout trap have been
acoustic tagged. This stream’s spawning population is made up of large Brown-trout of 2-6lbs, exactly the sort of fish that anglers like
to catch, so where they might go and where they might be caught is an important management question.
Since 2016 a total of 17 Brown trout have been tagged ranging in size from 43cm (17”) to 60cm (24”). As each trout moves downstream
its signal is picked up by one or more tracking receivers placed at intervals down the length of the Tweed, showing where the trout
go during the fishing season and how far they travel. Map 2 shows where the trout were trapped and tagged, the location of the
receivers and the number of trout that stopped between each pair of receivers (or below in the case of the furthest downstream
receiver). The two fish that have gone the greatest distance are #4975 (Photo 1) and #4983. These passed the furthest downstream
receiver at Sprouston, a minimum of 96.5kms (60 miles) from their trap. Both were tagged there on the 10th November 2019: #4975
passed the receiver on the 15th November and no. 4983 on the 24th. This is clearly fast, directed, movement, giving the impression
that the fish had a destination that they were aiming for, which fits other data that shows fish going back to the place that they had
left to go to spawn.
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Brown-trout: Acoustic Tracking

Map 1: Results from the Brown-trout tracking work for the Gala Angling Association showing where the fish that they catch go to spawn, which is presumably back to where they
came from. A good run of Brown-trout is seen going up the Gala Water at the fish counter at Galashiels, but none of these have yet been tagged in the Gala Association’s water,
perhaps because only a small proportion of the Association’s water is downstream of the Gala.

Map 2: Where the Brown-trout that spawn in a Tweedsmuir burn trap go afterwards. This shows that almost the angling associations on the main Tweed have a management
interest in the health of the upper Tweed trout spawning burns.
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Brown-trout: Acoustic Tracking

Photo 1: Brown-trout #4975 was tagged at a Tweedsmuir trap then travelled downstream past all the tracking receivers – a post-spawning migration of at least 60 miles. The
other fish to have made this long journey and pass the furthest downstream receiver at Sprouston is #4983.

In addition to the acoustic-tagged trout a number of trout photo-recorded at the Upper Tweed trout traps have been captured later
on by trout anglers during the fishing season and identified through the spot pattern recognition programme - which is additional
tracking data. However, these trout (11 in total) have been omitted from this map as the angling effort that provided the data is not
spread evenly across the main stem of the Tweed resulting in there being a greater chance of picking up a Tweedsmuir trout in areas
where a greater number of anglers participate in the study.
The most interesting one of these “photo-tracking” fish however was one (#RS43) caught at Melrose on the 13th May 2018, which was
then caught at a Tweedsmuir trap on the 29th October 2018 and was then recaptured at almost exactly the same place back on the
Melrose water on the 30th of March 2019. This shows that the “site fidelity” of a trout can last over its spawning migration with the fish
returning to the same place that it left. The distance covered by this fish to return to its spawning burn was at least 60.5 kms (37miles).
This is a good example of how Brown-trout should be regarded as migratory fish within their river systems and why barriers across
rivers and streams should be considered as management issues for Brown-trout as well as for Sea-trout and Salmon.
Some other Tweed Brown-trout whose travels are now known:

Photo 2: # GAA 4968. This fish was first caught, and photo-tagged by an angler on the Gala Association water at Ellywnfoot on the 22nd April
2018. It was then caught for a second time at the same place on the 30th May 2019 (at 530mm) and then acoustic tagged, which showed it
spawned somewhere in the Ettrick catchment that Autumn.

Photo 3: Acoustic tagged fish #1155. First tagged as a kelt at an upper Tweed trap in the on the 2nd November 2017 (at 495mm) it was then
tracked back to the same burn to spawn in 2018 and 2019.
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Brown-trout: Photo-tagging
Rationale: If the catch rate of Brown-trout could be found, it would allow estimates to be made of total Brown-trout stocks, but
the lack of a suitable tag for river trout prevents this being done. Now that Catch and Release for Brown-trout is prevalent, it is
necessary to know what the “recycling” rate of trout was, so that the contribution of released fish to catches could be estimated,
which has a bearing on assessing the health of trout stocks from angling catches. If the recycling rate is high, high catches will
not necessarily mean high stocks, though it would mean that the stocks of older and larger trout were building up.

The Brown-trout Spot-pattern Recognition programme continued in 2019, with 19 participating anglers sending in 270 pictures of
rod-caught Brown-trout of over 35cm (approx. 1lb). These pictures allow individual trout to be identified from their spot pattern
providing information on recapture rates and movements. Special software locates itself on a photo of a gill-cover using the eye, the
edge of the gill-cover and the maxilla (jaw-bone) as “anchor” points and then compares the spot patterns with the other photographs
in the database (Photo 1) This gives one or more possible matches which are then checked by eye and by the secondary photo, of the
whole fish, as the patterns elsewhere on the fish are also unique identifiers.
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Photo 1: The software at work on a photo of a gill-cover, locating itself and then identifying the spots and their pattern .

Other pictures of trout are taken at the trout traps during the spawning season and, remarkably, some of the fish recorded at the traps
have later been caught by anglers and some of the fish caught by anglers have turned up at the traps: these records exactly relate
trout caught by anglers to where they spawn in the catchment. Over three-quarters of the pictures submitted by anglers were from
the Upper Tweed (Gala Angling Association and Peeblesshire Trout Fishing Association) giving a large sample size for approximately
30 miles of river. The angling recapture rate for the Upper Tweed for the 2019 trout fishing season, amongst just the participating
anglers, was 25%. Amongst the recaptures were trout caught in several different fishing seasons; trout caught twice on the same day
(!) and multiple recaptures of individual trout during the season. In fact, 2019 saw two anglers between them catch the same Browntrout (#RS63) of about 3lbs at Innerleithen five times in the space of three months – and it may well have also been caught by other
anglers not participating in the study!
As with previous years, the great majority of the angling recaptures took place in the first (best) half of the trout fishing season (April,
May and June). These larger trout are caught mainly on the Dry Fly and something happens after June, they just stop rising and so
stop being caught. This pattern is seen in the recaptures of #RS63: caught five times before the end of May 2019, then not afterwards.
Whilst the biological case for protecting Brown trout over 35cms (14”) has been known for some time – they are essentially the active
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Brown-trout: Photo-tagging
breeding stock and, as such, are protected by the size limits recommended by the Foundation – the angling case for protecting these
fish is also becoming apparent. As these trout will not immediately be replaced by similar sized trout if they are removed, releasing
them after capture should ensure that there are as many large trout to fish for at the end of the season as there were at the start. As
it is also clear that as the same trout can be caught more than once in a season, catch and release will keep a water well stocked with
the large trout that anglers like to catch.

Brown-trout Movements within the Tweed Catchment: Putting it all Together
The Spot-pattern recognition database, the Trout
trapping and the Trout acoustic-tracking work
all combine to give information on movements
of Brown-trout within the Tweed catchment,
showing how different parts of the Management
Plan can come together to reveal the lives of
Tweed fish and how this relates to fishing.
The Spot-pattern (Photo-tagging) results show
that there is little movement of trout during the
Summer, the fish staying in very much the same
places to be recaptured in both in the same season
and following ones. Spot-pattern photographs
are, in fact, both a method of tagging trout that
can be done by any angler with a camera and also
a way of re-capturing such “tagged” fish – real
“Citizen Science”.
Trout photographed at trout traps and later
recaptured and photographed again by anglers
downstream – and the other way around, trout
first photographed by anglers then identified at
a trap also give information on trout movements.
For example, fish #RS43, was caught by an angler
at Middle Pavilion (13/05/2018), then turned up
at a Tweedsmuir Trap (29/10/2018) and then was
caught again by an angler back at Middle Pavilion
(30/03/2019).
The acoustic tracking work also showed very
little significant movement by trout living in the
main stem of the river during the fishing season,
Photo 2: This one fish (#RS63) was caught five times in the same season, all at Innerleithen, on the 1st
although in a small number of cases there were
April (48 cms), 11th April, 14th May, 28th May and 30th May. It has been entered on to the Tweed’s “Shoal
localised movements into neighbouring areas.
of Honour” list for its services to Tweed trout angling!
There will almost certainly be minor movements
related to feeding within the “pool” in which the
trout are based as well, but these are, for the most part, too small to be picked up. The tracking work takes up the story after the
fishing season ends – the first sign of any significant movement is when the fish start their spawning migration, which for most trout
begins shortly after the end of the fishing season and can take just a few days. After spawning most of the acoustic-tracked trout that
had survived had returned to the area they had left by the end of December, and it can be assumed that most of the angler-caught
/ photographed fish that were re-caught in the same place the year after their first tagging had done the same. Only one tracked
trout moved later than this (mid-January). In essence all of the spawning trout within an Angling Association water or fishing beat are
already back there well in advance of the start of the trout season and most will be veterans of the previous season. However, in two
cases (#4965 and #1155), trout that had gone upstream to spawn and then returned to their original places in the river for the Summer,
before going upstream again in Autumn to spawn did not return to their original places for a second time, but dropped downstream
to pass the next receiver below (but no further). This shows that there can be some rearrangement after spawning, though apparently
quite limited in both space and time.
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Brown-trout: Photo-tagging
Get Involved!
Be a “Citizen Scientist” for Tweed’s Brown-Trout!
The Tweed Foundation would like to expand on this project and is currently appealing for anglers to take photographs of the larger
Brown-trout they catch during 2020. So far the spot pattern database has 1,046 photographs of 936 different trout. A video has been
uploaded onto the Tweed Foundation YouTube page showing how to take suitable photographs of trout whilst minimising stress. For
more information e-mail Kenny Galt at: kgalt@tweedfoundation.org.uk
Table 1 gives a summary of the trout movements and recaptures from the photo recognition database. Can you help add to this?

RESULT TYPE

Frequency

Recaptured same place, same year

60

Recaptured x2, same place, same year

5

Recaptured x3, same place, same year

0

Recaptured x4, same place, same year

1

Recaptured x5, same place, same year

0

Recaptured NOT in same place, in same year

4

Recaptured same place, year after

20

Recaptured NOT in same place, year after

1

Recaptured in same place, more than one year after

3

Recaptured NOT in same place, more than one year after

0

Recaptured at more than one place in more than one season

0

Caught in river, then at trap, then recaptured back at same place

1

Caught in river, then at trap, then recaptured back at different place

0

Original photo at a trap, recaptured in river

4

Original photo in river, recaptured in trap

3

Recaptures do not include the first capture, so a fish recaptured four times has actually been caught five times.
Table 1: The summary of Brown-trout recaptures and movements from the spot-recognition database.
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Brown-trout: Photo-tagging
Fish Handling
Over the last 20-30 years there has been a fundamental cultural change amongst trout anglers, with most now releasing the trout they
catch. However, the potential damage that mishandling can cause, combined with the number of times some fish can be caught,
emphasises the need for the best possible handling of trout that are released. To help with this, the Foundation has been working to
disseminate best practice catch and release guidelines amongst trout anglers and Angling Associations.

Diagram 1: The KEEPEMWET website offers advice on best practice for catch and release. It is endorsed by both the Wild Trout Trust and the Grayling Society.
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Grayling: Angling Catches
Rationale: Grayling being inhabitants of deeper water and not running in to small trappable burns at spawning time, like trout,
it is not possible to examine their spawning stocks in the same way. Catches at fishing competitions are therefore the only source
of information on the adults of this species.

The Earlston Grayling Competition and the Inter-club Competition (for Trout and Grayling), both run by the Earlston Angling Association
continue to provide the main source of Grayling catch data, with the Earlston competition providing catch data for January for the
Middle Tweed and the Inter-club competition providing data for August for the Middle Tweed and for the Kelso A.A. water. Both
competitions are Catch and Release.
The 2019 catches were similar to those of 2018, with the results of the two competitions contrasting greatly. Well-below average
catches were recorded in the Earlston Grayling Competition in January, with well-above average catches recorded in the Inter-club
competition in August. The difference between the two competitions was down to good catches of one Winter (one year old) Grayling
in the August Inter-club competition. This was also the case in 2018. However, the strong one Winter age class apparent in August
2018 was not recorded in great numbers in 2019 in either of the two competitions, contrary to what could have been expected.
If the August 2018 results were representative, a strong component of two Winter Grayling should have been seen in both 2019
competitions. The reason for this is at present is unclear. It is hoped that the catches from 2020 can help shed some light on this, but
at the time of writing (February 2020) prolonged high flows have been curtailing fishing efforts.

Photo 1: A large Grayling being returned to the river after being caught.
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Fisheries Management Planning
The 6th Edition of the Fisheries Management Plan for the Tweed and Eye Fisheries District
While the 5th Edition of the plan ended in 2014, the 6th Edition was not finalised and approved by the RTC until the end of 2018 due
to the uncertainties of the Wild Fisheries Reform process.
The 6th Edition will be posted on the new Tweed Website, when this goes online. It will also have very extensive Appendices which
will summarise what has been learned and done under each heading of the plan, since the founding edition of 1987. A summary of
the principles and structure of the management plan is given here:
The Guiding Principles of the Fisheries Management Plan for the Tweed and Eye Fisheries District.
Are consistent with:(1) The Scottish Government’s Strategic Framework for Scottish Freshwater Fisheries (SFSFF):a) Scotland will have sustainably-managed freshwater fish and fisheries resources that provide significant economic and social benefits for
its people.
b) Management decisions affecting freshwater fisheries and fish species should be underpinned by scientific evidence.
(2) The NASCO (North Atlantic Salmon Conservation Organisation) guidelines for the management of salmon fisheries, 2012:
NASCO and its Parties have agreed to adopt and apply a Precautionary Approach to the conservation, management and exploitation of
salmon in order to protect the resource and preserve the environments in which it lives. Accordingly, their objective for the management of
salmon fisheries is to promote and protect the diversity and abundance of salmon stocks.
(3) The EIFAC (European Inland Fisheries Advisory Committee) Code of Practice for Recreational Fisheries 2008:Article 11.1: The over-arching goal of recreational fisheries management is to ensure the long-term sustainability of fisheries resources thereby
safeguarding the availability of these resources for future generations. Sustainability of fisheries resources includes conserving biodiversity at
all levels, including genetic diversity, as well as supporting terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
(4) The Environment Agency’s Five Point Approach for the Restoration of Salmon
and
(5) The Resolution adopted by the River Tweed Commission in March 2007 that:The Tweed and its tributaries should be wild fish fisheries.
and are that:
1) Fisheries Management within the Tweed and Eye Fisheries District will aim to ensure robust, wild, stocks of those species that can be
commercially exploited so that they can sustain angling pressures in the long term. This will be based on a thorough understanding
of these stocks and how they are produced and affected by the local environment and by their fisheries as well as of how they might
change naturally over time. The conservation of their genetic diversity will be regarded as important an aim as the maintenance and
increase of their numbers.
2) Those commercial species that are also of conservation value will be managed in accordance with that status.
3) Non-commercial native fish species of conservation value will be monitored and any problems affecting them dealt with as far as is
practicable with the resources available.
The Tweed Fisheries Management Plan also operates within, and contributes to, the Solway Tweed River Basin Management plan of
the Water Framework Directive and the Solway-Tweed Eel Management Plan. (Note: the Eye Water is in the Scotland River Basin area)

The Structure and Function of the Tweed and Eye Fisheries Management Plan
The Plan arranges and orders the gathering of the evidences needed to (a) assess the present conditions of the different stocks of the
exploited fish species of the Tweed and, where possible, compare these with what they were in the past and (b) assess if the stocks
are at their full capacity or are able to reach this. On the basis of these assessments and comparisons, an appropriate Management
Level for each stock is recommended to the RTC. (Diagram 1) The principal purpose of each of these Management Levels is to ensure
enough spawners of each Salmon, Sea-trout and Brown-trout run or population survive all the pressures on them to fully stock their
spawning areas for their next generation and to maximise their production of juveniles (Levels 4 and 5) or to make progress towards
such conditions (Levels 1, 2 and 3). Ensuring sufficient spawning escapement is classified as “Output 1” of the fisheries management
process and maximisation of juvenile survival as “Output 2”. This procedure is illustrated in Diagram 2.
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Diagram 2

Fisheries Management Planning
Past
state of a stock

Present
state of a stock

Known through

Known through

Historic records

Surveys & Monitoring

Potential
state of a stock
Known through
Research

ANALYSES
TO SET
MANAGEMENT
LEVELS

Management Plan Inputs

Future
state of a stock

MANAGEMENT
POLICIES &
ACTIONS

Management Plan Outputs

Diagram 1: The processes of the Fisheries Management Plan.

These two outputs should result in both the preservation of the diversity of the Salmon, Sea-trout and Brown-trout stocks and the
maximisation of their abundances but the importance of conserving stock diversity in particular is recognised i.e. no management
action should assist stronger stocks to overwhelm or displace weaker ones. Stock diversity is the safeguard against a changing
environment, the greater the range of stocks, the greater the adaptability and therefore resilience of the population to new factors
and conditions. The diversity of Salmon stocks is also the basis for the long, ten month, Salmon fishing season of the Tweed. It is also
clear that the relative abundance of different Salmon stocks varies over time, with Spring Salmon being dominant in some periods and
Autumn fish in others and this changing context needs to be recognised as the natural phenomenon that it is and not regarded as a
problem requiring management actions.
Each Section of the plan to do with fish is structured around the “Inputs” needed to make the assessment for each definable stock.
These Inputs are information on:
(A)

The different stocks of fish and their home areas

(B)

The quality and quantity of their nursery habitats

(C)

The extent and state of their juvenile stocks and trends in their abundance

(D)

The extent and effect of the fisheries on the adults and their stock structure and analysis of past catch records

(E)

The exploitation rate of the fisheries on each stock

and
(F)

Where possible, the counting of adult populations to check if enough are escaping to spawn.

and they are applied to each exploited fish stock – Salmon, Sea-trout and Brown-trout. Where there is evidence for distinct stocks
or populations of species – e.g. Spring Salmon or the Whitling (Sea-trout) of the College Burn, the aim is eventually to set a separate
Management Level for them if possible. At present the other exploited stock, Grayling, cannot be managed in this way as their juveniles,
which live in the main channels, cannot be electric-fished and assessed.
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MANAGEMENT
PLAN OUTPUTS

DIAGRAM 7.3 Management Plans
Fisheries
Management Planning

1: ENOUGH
ADULT
SPAWNERS

2: MAXIMIMUM
SMOLT
OUTPUT TO
THE SEA*

MANAGEMENT LEVELS FOR STOCKS

F:

POPULATION COUNTS

MANAGEMENT PLAN INPUTS

E: ANGLING EXPLOITATION RATES

D: CATCH RECORDS & COMPOSITION

C:

B:

A:

JUVENILE SURVEYS

JUVENILE HABITATS INVENTORY

STOCK STRUCTURE

THE ENVIRONMENT
Geology, Climate, Hydrology, Water
Chemistry, Land-use, Alien Species

* for Brown-trout: maximum output of juveniles from spawning burns to the
main channels
Diagram 2: The structure of the fisheries management plan sections – Inputs are in red, Outputs in blue.

The function of the Plan is to set out the policies to be followed over the next five years to gather the information needed as “Inputs”.
Not all the policies will be put into operation during this period, some may need particular opportunities to arise before becoming
practicable or more funding. Other policies may not run for the whole period of the Plan. Annual combined meetings of the Trustees
of the Tweed Foundation and the Committee of the RTC are held each year to see if any further parts of the Plan can be executed and,
if so, what the priorities should be.
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Fisheries Management Planning

LOW

(5) Monitoring

MEDIUM

(4) Some restrictions on
methods / bags
(3) Partial Catch & Release:
Reduction of mortalities

(2) Total Catch & Release:
HIGH

DEGREE OF MANAGEMENT INTERVENTION

The “Outputs” of the plan are the packages of policies and works aimed at achieving the two basic aims: - ensuring that enough
spawners of each stock reach their spawning areas and maximising the output of smolts or juveniles from these – including minimising
predation on them. These are achieved by setting management levels for each stock, of which there are five. These relate directly to
the three Conservation Limits (CLs) recently produced by Marine Scotland: CL1 = Levels 4 & 5; CL2 = level 3 and CL 3 = Levels 1 & 2.
(Diagram 3).

(1) No fishing:
Reintroduction by stocking

EXTINCT

POOR

MODERATE

GOOD

FULL CAPACITY

STOCK STATUS
Diagram 3: The management levels for Tweed fish stocks and how these relate to their status and the level of management intervention required.

“Tweed” is a politically composite but scientifically natural area … Surrounded on three sides by hills of considerable height,
it takes the form of a vast amphitheatre, facing the German Ocean.
A.H. Evans, 1911, A Fauna of the Tweed Area
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Education: Events Snapshot 2019

February
The 2019 events began in February with
visits to the Coldstream and District Angling
Association and Gala Angling Association
AGMs. At both, presentations were given on
the work of the Tweed Trout and Grayling
Initiative.

March and April
March saw our first educational visit of the year, with a morning being
spent with Duns Primary. The children were shown how to identify
different types of river invertebrates and told of their importance to river
food chains and how they can be used to test water quality. Another
presentation on the work of the Tweed Trout and Grayling Initiative was
given to the Peeblesshire Trout Fishing Association AGM in early April.

May
This was by far our busiest month for
education and events. Tweedstart Angling
Development days were held for Earlston
Primary School, Earlston High School,
Morebattle & Yetholm Primary Schools and
the Wilton Centre, Hawick. The Foundation
also assisted with an Angling Development
day at Coldingham Loch which was run by
local fishing guide Robbie Bell. A freshwater
invertebrate display was given at Abbotsford
House as part of a themed environment day.
It was also “Eels in the Classroom” for Newlands,
Ancrum and Yetholm Primary Schools (see
page 48)
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Education: Events Snapshot 2019
May (continued)
As in previous years the Foundation, as part
of the Tweedstart Angling Development
Programme, was at the Border Union
Children’s Day at the Border Events Centre,
by Kelso. The day is attended by over 1,200
primary five children from around the
Scottish Borders. A presentation on Tweed
Salmon was given to the Friends of Kailzie
Wildlife Group. As part of the International
Year of the Salmon, two open days to
highlight the Tweed Foundation’s work at
the Gala Water smolt trap and fish counter
were held in mid and in late May.

June
Two electrofishing and fish identification demonstrations were held at
Bulby’s Wood (River Breamish) in Northumberland National Park, the first
was for a Young Naturalist group and the second as part of a schools
education day. Tweedstart Angling Development days were held for
Yetholm and Lauder Primary Schools whilst an invertebrate and fish
sampling and identification demonstration was held on the Tweed at
Peebles for Priorsford Primary School. The display helped with the children’s
work towards their John Muir award. The Foundation again attended the
Glendale Show Children’s Day near Wooler to educate the children on the
fish of the Tweed catchment. The event is attended by more than 1,500
primary school children from Northumberland and North Tyneside.

July
A Tweedstart Angling Development day
was held for The Grove Special School,
Berwick, in early July. Presentations on the
use of spot pattern recognition to record
angling recaptures of Tweed Brown-trout
were given to the Wear Fisheries Forum
and the Northumberland branch of the Fly
Dressers Guild. To mark the International
Year of the Salmon, The Foundation had a
stand at the Border Union Show at Kelso
(see page 50).
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Education: Events Snapshot 2019

September
The Foundation again had a stand at the St Mary’s School’s
“Bang Goes the Borders” Science event during 2019. We were
also interviewed by BBC’s Countryfile as part of a piece on the
River Ettrick.

October
Tweedstart Angling Development days were held for
Kelso High School and for Morebattle & Yetholm Primary
Schools. The latter was a special day organised for the
International Year of the Salmon. A video of the day was
produced by Tweedstart’s Eoin Fairgrieve and can be
found on the Vimeo video sharing website (https://vimeo.
com/379731900). The Foundation again participated
in the annual Royal Highland Education Trust’s Hirsel
Estate Day where children from Jedburgh Grammar
and Berwick High School found out more about jobs
in the countryside. November was “Invertebrates in the
Classroom” for Priorsford Primary School (page 48).

2019 Summary
Through the education and events work carried out during 2019 The Foundation was able to reach over 4,000 children and
adults in the Scottish Borders and North Northumberland, providing them with more information on river conservation, the
work of The Foundation and the freshwater life living within the Tweed catchment.
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Education: In the Classroom

The Tweed Foundation’s new education programme ‘Go Wild For Fish’ was launched in 2019. The aim of the programme is to engage
of all ages throughout
the catchment programme
with the River Tweed.
groups sampling
or aim
Tweedpeople
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In May, role
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Primary Schools were trialled in 2019:were the first to take part in ‘Eels in the Classroom’, one of the
Foundation’s new projects. Each school learnt all about the River
Tweed and what lives in it, focussing on the native European Eel.
Each of the classes got to look after a tank of the very young eels
known as “glass” eels and monitor and report on their progress
(more below).

Eels in the Classroom

ay, Newlands, Ancrum and Yetholm Primary
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room’, one of the Foundation’s new projects.
school learnt all about the River Tweed and
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into the school. Five classes took part, using keys to identify the
invertebrates before learning about their lifecycles and their
importance in and around the River Tweed.

A group of small glass eels looking out at their new surroundings in Yetholm
Primary School.

A group of small glass eels looking out at their new surro
in Yetholm Primary School.

Invertebrates in the Classroom
A mayfly nymph being examined under the microscope.

In November the Foundation visited Priorsford
School to deliver our ‘Invertebrates in the Classroom’
Plans for 2020
Invertebrate samples were collected from the Twe
Following on from the success of both ‘Eels in the Classroom’ and
‘Invertebrates in the Classroom’, more projects and activities are
taken into the school. Five classes took part, using
planned for 2020. These will not be just for schools but for wider
identify the invertebrates before learning abou
groups interested in learning about the River Tweed and The
Foundation’s work on it.
lifecycles and their importance in and around th
Tweed.

fly nymph being examined under the microscope.
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Plans for 2020

A pupil from Yetholm Primary School writing up the invertebrate groups that they
have identified.
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Education: In the Classroom
Eels in the Classroom
European Eels used to be one of the most abundant fish species in rivers throughout the UK and Europe. However, in the last 40 to
50 years their numbers have crashed by around 95%, resulting in the European Eel now being listed as a critically endangered species.
One of the aims of this project was therefore to highlight the challenges being faced by the Eel and how we can help protect it for
the future. Three schools – Newlands, Ancrum and Yetholm – participated in the project which was made up of five separate sessions.
I: In the first session the schools learnt about the fish in the Tweed, their lifecycles and the role that each species plays in the river. Each
class also received a fish tank in anticipation of the arrival of glass eels.
2: Invertebrate samples from local rivers were taken into the classrooms for the second session, during which the children became
scientists, identifying the invertebrates and carrying out pollution score tests to check the health of the rivers.
3: The third session saw the arrival of 50 glass eels
to each classroom. The children learnt all about
the European Eel, their incredible lifecycle, the
challenges that they face and how we can help
protect eels for the future.
4: Everyone got creative in the fourth session,
making stop-motion animations about the Tweed’s
European eels. This helped to reinforce what the
children had learnt throughout the project and let
the wider public know about the challenges eels
are facing.

Yetholm Primary kept people informed about how their eels were getting on by writing an
online blog.

5: The final session saw the eels leave the classrooms
to be released back into the wild. The classes got
a trip to their local river to see an electrofishing
demonstration and some of the fish species they’d
learnt about throughout the project – including
several large eels.

Above left: Pupils from Ancrum Primary observing an adult mayfly.
Above right: Some glass eels after having been transported to a school.

Pupils from Ancrum Primary deliberating over what species of fish they have in the bottle.
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The Border Union Show 2019
After a gap of several years The Tweed Foundation was at the 2019 Border Union Agricultural Society’s show which was held on the
26th and 27th July at the Border Events Centre, by Kelso.
With 2019 being The International Year of the Salmon, the Foundation’s stand focussed on the salmon of the Tweed, their life-cycle
and the work carried out by the Foundation to better understand and protect the local populations of a species that is so important
to the history and culture of all of northern Europe.
We were joined on the stand over the two days by Alan Wells of Fisheries Management Scotland (FMS, the umbrella body for Scottish
Fisheries Trusts) who highlighted the work they carry out.
The display included a salmon lifecycle interactive quiz for children/families, a live fish display, scale reading, badge making and
competitions. For our efforts the Foundation won three prizes – best Trade stand, best Agricultural stand and the trophy for best
stand overall.

Fay Hieatt, the Foundation’s Director receiving the trophy from Thelma Riddle, who with her husband, Chris, were the judges for the non-agricultural section (he is the CEO of the
Royal Cornwall Agricultural Society).
From Left to Right: Rosie Hunt (badge-maker), Thelma Riddle, Jack Clark, Fay Hieatt, Chris Riddle, Gemma Clark.
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Find Us on Social Media
Visit our Website
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk

Tweed on the Web

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
Information, reports, the Tweed Fisheries Management Plan,
TweedStart, Wheelyboats, Seminar alerts, Auction brochures
& Scientific papers on The Tweed Foundation’s work.

www.rtc.org.uk

The River Tweed Commission’s website for Angling Codes,
Annual Reports and other legislative information relating to
the River.

www.rivertweed.org.uk

Features all types of News pieces from the River Tweed,
information/advice, and a biology Blog.

Watch Tweed TV
Videos and film clips of our work and information for anglers
https://www.youtube.com/user/tweedfoundation

The Tweed Foundation

Our Services

The Tweed Foundation provides a range of biological and environmental consultancy services
for both the private and public sectors in the Tweed District
* Biological Surveys: Fish & Lamprey populations; Invertbrate populations *Data storage and mapping advice *Fish rescues
*Environmental Impact Assessment surveys and monitoring *Scale reading and interpretation *Fisheries Management planning advice
*Catch data analysis
									
All our biological staff are trained, are highly experienced and have extensive knowledge of the Tweed catchment. Bespoke data,
collected for specific tasks, can often be matched and compared with other data from our long series of records which have
been collected over many years. This can give a more robust picture of environmental factors than simply taking spot samples.
For more information: http://www.tweedfoundation.org.uk/html/our_services.html
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Accounts
The Tweed Foundation Limited
(A charitable company limited by guarantee)

Statement of Financial Activities
For the year ended 31 December 2019
Unrestricted
Funds
£

Restricted
Funds
£

2019 Total
Funds
£

2018 Total
Funds
£

Donations & Legacies

149,373

14,964

164,337

175,935

Charitable Activities

69,977

8,306

78,283

71,144

Investment Income

23,398

-

23,398

21,123

Total

242,748

23,270

266,018

268,202

9,712

263

9,975

5,724

Research & Conservation

17,944

33,203

51,147

25,135

Scientific Staff

132,473

-

132,473

125,546

Governance & Office Costs

61,885

3,305

65,190

62,185

Depreciation, etc.

23,499

10,107

33,606

26,658

Total

245,513

46,878

292,391

245,248

Net gains/(losses) on Investments

42,470

-

42,470

(45,443)

Net Income/(Expenditure)

39,705

(23,608)

16,097

(22,489)

Total Funds Brought Forward

706,987

86,575

793,562

816,051

Total Funds Carried Forward

746,692

62,967

809,659

793,562

Income & Endowments from:

Expenditure on:
Raising Funds
Charitable Activities

Reconciliation of Funds

Continuing Operations
All income and expenditure has
arisen from continuing activities

Extract from the 2019 Accounts
The financial information set out on this page has been extracted from The Tweed Foundation Limited’s accounts,
on which Rennie Welch LLP, the independent examiners, reported without qualification.
Copies of the accounts are available upon request.
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Trustees and Staff

Stanhope, Upper Tweed

As at June 2020
The Tweed Foundation

Foundation Staff

Drygrange Steading, Melrose, Roxburghshire, TD6 9DJ
Tel: (01896) 848271 Fax: (01896) 848277
Email: info@tweedfoundation.org.uk
Web: www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
Company No. SC366380
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Aims and Objectives for 2019
AIM FOR 2019

ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019

ENVIRONMENT:
Water temperatures

To assist Marine Scotland Science,
implement the national network
programme of temperature monitoring
(STRMN).

Achieved. Monitoring of the network, installed in 2016, continued
and the data shared with MSS, which has produced some ‘heat’
maps and identified areas where tree planting may be most
beneficial to help reduce water temperatures for juvenile fish.

FISH STOCK
STRUCTURE: Genetics

Tissue samples from juvenile salmon have
been provided to MSS for their research
on identification of Spring Salmon stocks
genetically with the objective of being
able to map where Tweed’s Spring
Salmon spawned.

Partially achieved - not completed although the technique has
been established as an effective way of establishing the source of
offspring. Further work on this will be undertaken in future years.
Results awaited.

JUVENILE STOCKS:
Fry Indexing and
Electro-fishing

To continue the fry index surveys in the
District. in particular, to understand the
physical conditions that determine the
boundaries between trout and salmon
areas and that affect productivity. To take
part in Marine Science Scotland’s National
Electric-fishing programme (NEPS).

Achieved. In 2019 the Fry Index surveys were on the Rivers
Teviot and Till, and on the Ettrick & Yarrow Waters. In addition, 30
NEPS sites were sampled. These sites will help to inform Marine
Scotland’s Conservation Limits model by with juvenile data
previously only adult fish catches have been considered.

JUVENILE STOCKS:
Gala Smolt Trap

To monitor the Salmon and Trout of the
Gala Water over their whole life cycle in
fresh water.

Achieved: the smolt trap on the Gala Water allows the estimation of
the total run of Salmon smolts from the Gala Water every year. For
the first time Salmon smolts (1,000) were P.I.T. tagged in the Spring.

JUVENILE STOCKS:
Salmon Smolt
Monitoring Studies

To add value to the current monitoring
system for fry and parr stocks. To allow
closer monitoring of the factors limiting
successful smolt migration and to be able
to establish the percentage that complete
their migration, and assess where most
smolt losses occur in the Tweed system.

Achieved: A pilot study was undertaken in Spring 2019 to
acoustically tag and track 60 Salmon smolts from the Gala Water
to the estuary to discover the attrition rate whilst fish are travelling
downstream. The study was successful and a larger sample will be
tagged in 2020 to provide more evidence.

PREDATION:
Juveniles and Adults

To continue monitoring predators in
the catchment both through main stem
counts and through index monitoring at
roosts and at strategic points throughout
the District which will allow a measure of
whole catchment distribution to be made.
To analyse the frequency of damage types
on young fish in relation to run timing and
sizes using the existing fish traps.

Achieved: this is on-going work, and is being expanded with the
facility at the Gala fish counter being developed to allow smolt
movement to be recorded. During the year, and in conjunction
with Marine Scotland and three other Scottish rivers, a large-scale
dietary analysis study, was undertaken. Results are expected in
Spring 2020. Plans are still in place for a piscivorous bird tracking
trial, but licensing and availability of project partners proved a block
to progress and the trial has been put back to early 2020. Records
of other types of damage to fish (by sea mammals) continued to be
noted via the Paxton netting facility and recorded by boatmen on
the river via an app developed by The Foundation. In conjunction
with the RTC, non-lethal techniques of piscivorous bird control
were trialled during the year using lasers. The regular bird counts
continued.

EXPLOITATION:
(Angling catch rates)

To continue to estimate the level of
exploitation of Salmon and Sea-trout in
Tweed by netting and tagging fish.

Achieved: this on-going work uses the Paxton netting station,
the use of which was leased by the River Tweed Commission for
management purposes.
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As noted above, P.I.T. tagging, a longer-term study, was also
undertaken at the Gala Water smolt trap, with 1,000 Salmon smolts
tagged. The age and size at which these return will be found on
their return back up the Gala fish ladder.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk

Aims and Objectives for 2019
AIM FOR 2019

ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019

ADULT STOCK
MONITORING:
Fish Counters

To operate and to analyse the data
collected from the fish counters on the
Ettrick, Whiteadder and Gala.

Achieved: Validation of the counts made by new Ettrick counter
continued in 2019 Counting continued on the Whiteadder and
Gala.

ADULT STOCK
MONITORING:
Scale Reading

To continue the programme of collecting
and reading scales of Salmon, Sea-trout
and Brown Trout to help identify their
population structures on Tweed. To
develop databases to hold information
and from which to produce analyses and
reports.

Achieved: the database now has over 29,000 scale samples and
this historical record continues to be of great interest to research
scientists. The drive to get more boatmen to participate in scale
taking to add to the database is continuing but is highly dependent
on catches on the river.

ADULT STOCK
MONITORING:
Catch Data

To continue analysis of historic and recent
catch data to find any natural, longterm changes in Salmon populations so
any novel changes that could indicate
problems can be distinguished.

Achieved. The Tweed Foundation continues to gather information
and disseminate it in the light of continuing lower catches on the
river. The message regarding long term changes in run timing
continued to be given, including on the Tweed web pages.

SEA AND
BROWN TROUT:
Tweed Trout Traps

To continue the use of fish traps on
Tweed trout spawning burns to help
understand the population dynamics
and relationships of Brown-trout and
Sea-trout and their connections with their
environments.

Achieved: An Upper Tweed trap was operated in the autumn of
the year to continue this long-term work. The work on tagging and
tracking Brown-trout to monitor their movements in the system
continued. A trap was also run at the top of the Gala Water.

BROWN TROUT
AND GRAYLING:
Tweed Trout and
Grayling Initiative
(TTGI)

To continue the Trout and Grayling
Initiative’s work with angling clubs to
develop sustainable management for
trout and grayling based on collection of
catch data through the logbook scheme
and other Surveys of trout burns and plans
for mitigation of any problems found
continued.

Achieved: Surveys of trout burns and plans for mitigation of
any problems found continued although no minor obstacles
easements were undertaken in 2019. The Brown-trout recapture
study continued, utilising spots on gill covers to identify individual
fish. Monitoring of obstacle easement in previous years was
undertaken and very positive results were noted, allowing much
improved access for migrating fish. A single alteration to an
obstacle to fish passage was undertaken as part of some reparation
works for a pollution incident in another area of the catchment.
Monitoring of Grayling catches continued.

INVASIVE SPECIES

To promote knowledge of the dangers
of Invasive Non-Native Species (INNS)
to the natural identity and health of the
catchment. To monitor those aquatic
species already here and be aware of
those on their way and to work with other
organisations on this issue.

Achieved. Trapping for American Signal Crayfish in the Upper
Tweed area was undertaken in response to reports of sightings, but
none were discovered. Regular monitoring of population spread is
continued.

DATA MANAGEMENT:
Geographical
Information System
(GIS)

To continue to develop GIS as the
prime method of data and information
management and retrieval on Tweed.

Achieved: Systems to extend and improve the output from the GIS
to speed up data retrieval and analysis to improve inputs to the
management work as a whole were implemented.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Aims and Objectives for 2019
AIM FOR 2019

ACHIEVEMENT FOR 2019

EDUCATION

To continue educational meetings and
publications explaining the work of The
Foundation and the natural histories
of our fish species to a wide audience.
To expand The Foundation’s work with
schools under the new ‘Go Wild for Fish’
banner.

Achieved: This was done by continuing our presence at public and
school meetings (including large events for schools both sides of
the Border in the Glendale and Border Union Countryside Days),
and demonstration visits to schools, TweedStart days for children,
regular meetings with Tweed Angling clubs, field demonstrations,
as well as publications. The Foundation began a new initiative
called ‘Go Wild for Fish’ which focused, in its first year, on providing
classroom-based sessions. These included a series of lessons
on Eels in the Classroom and included several schools keeping
Eels, making videos and learning more about the life cycle of the
species. In conjunction with the River Tweed Commission, the
monthly newsletter – “the River” – was continued throughout 2019
and is distributed widely both in paper and electronic formats. The
development of a new, joint, website for the RTC and Foundation
was started. The Foundation also undertook scientific meetings
including the IFM 50th Anniversary Conference in Nottingham and
a Salmon summit at Cambridge. Many talks and presentations
were also given to local groups and Angling Associations.

COMMUNITY:
Tweed Wheelyboats

To continue to provide access for lessable anglers through the provision of
wheelyboats.

Achieved – Ongoing although uptake is low.

CONSULTANCY

To continue to deliver efficient, good
value biological survey facilities to
developers and others on the River.

Achieved: As previously noted, the demand for consultancy
has dropped. However, The Foundation undertook several
smaller projects, including habitat assessments for a windfarm
EIA, monitoring of previous river-works, fish rescues and project
management and completion of mitigation work for a pollution
incident.
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Support: Friends of The Tweed Foundation
Friends of The Tweed Foundation
As a charitable trust, The Tweed Foundation relies on the support and generosity of many organisations and individuals to help fund
its work. If you would like to help The Foundation, or make a donation, please fill in the form below, or contact us.

Your Details

Friends of The Tweed Foundation
I enclose a cheque, payable to The Tweed Foundation,
made up as follows:

Name:
Address:

Postcode:
Tel:

Ordinary Annual Friendship

£ 15

Joint Annual Friendship

£ 23

Ordinary Life Friendship

£ 250

Donation

£

TOTAL CHEQUE

£

The Tweed Foundation also has a Benefactor Scheme.
Further information about this category of membership is
available on request.

Mobile:
Email:

Standing Order Mandate
If you would like to pay future subscriptions as a Friend of The Tweed Foundation by Standing Order,
please complete the following:
Name:
[Please Print]

To:
[Bank Name]

Of:
[Full Address]

Please pay:
[Enter relevant membership fee in words]

pounds to The Tweed Foundation (Sort Code 82-63-23, Account No. 00125078)
on the 15th January
Signed:

[enter year] and each year thereafter until further notice.
Dated:

Account Name or Number:
Sort Code:
Please send to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, Roxburghshire, TD6 9DJ

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Support: Donations and Gift Aid
Please Support Our Work By Making A Donation
Complete for all Donations
I would like The Tweed Foundation [Registered Charity No. SC011055] to treat all donations made since 6th April 2000,
and all further donations made from the date of this declaration, as Gift Aid until I notify you otherwise.
Please note that Gift Aid can only be claimed on payments made from your personal funds.
Funds from limited companies, associations and other charities are not eligible.
Your Details
Surname:
Forename:
Title:
Address:

Please tell us if:
You change your name or address while the declaration
is in force
You no longer pay tax on your income or capital gains
tax equal to the tax the charity claims
If you wish to cancel your declaration at any time. All
subsequent donations from the date of cancellation
will be deemed as non gift-aided

Tel:

Note:
If you pay tax at the higher rate, you can claim further
tax relief in your Self Assessment tax return
Keep a copy of this form for your tax affairs and your
own record
The Tweed Foundation will benefit from tax recovery

Mobile:

Signature:

Email:

Date:

Postcode

I would like to donate the sum of £
As a Gift Aid Donation to The Tweed Foundation
(Cheque/cash enclosed. Only complete if you wish to make a one-off donation)

For Making Annual Donations by Standing Order – Please complete this section
To The Manager:

Please Credit

Bank/Building Soc:

The Tweed Foundation
Clydesdale Bank
9 High Street, Galashiels, TD1 1RY

Address:

Account No: 00125078

Postcode:
Account No:

Sort Code:

Sort Code: 82-63-23

With the sum of £
as a Gift Aid Donation

(pounds)

On the

(day)

of

(month)

20

(year)

And the same day each year onwards
In all cases, please return this form to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, TD6 9DJ
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Total river length includes first and second order watercourses

Map of the Tweed Catchment
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